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I. Verbal Ability (80%)

Directions: Select the best answer to complete the sentence. Then mark an X over the letter that corresponds
to your answer choice as shown in the following example.
Example: A

B C (B is the best answer)

† Note: Please DO NOT circle, tick or underline your choice on the Answer Sheet!
Part A.

Vocabulary in Context: Choose the best or correct word to complete the sentence. 30%

1. Dr. Iris Schoberl said dogs are ______ to their owners' emotional states and may mirror their emotions.

(A) evasive (B) indifferent

(C) ignorant

(D) sensitive

2. At the Dog Show, more than 200 ____ will compete for the title of "best in show."

(A) types (B) races (C) breeds (D) species
3. People have kept dogs for ______ for as long as modern humans have existed.
(A) companionship (B) intimacy (C) kinship (D) accompany
4. Darwin's On the Origin of Species inspired scientists to _____his ideas to their own investigations.
(A) adapt (B) apply (C) retrieve (D) evaluate
5. “The more caffeine people _____, the more protected they were against a chronic state of inflammation,”
says study author David Furman.
(A) consumed (B) assumed (C) instilled (D) moderate
6. British economy has not felt yet the impact of the Brexit vote due to the collapse of the British____ that
boosted exports and tourism.
(A) finance (B) currency (C) inflation (D) fortune
7. Wall Street's three main indexes ____to fresh record highs after President Trump said he would make a
major tax announcement in a few weeks.
(A) declined (B) inflated (C) impacted (D) surged
8. Two University of Washington students ____a class-action lawsuit, saying Trump’s ban on travel to the
U.S. is unconstitutional.
(A) issued (B) filed (C) indented (D) charged
9. UK employment agency Page Group suffered a data _____ of its cloud computing system last year
(A) deception (B) archive (C) circulation (D) breach
10. Alan Burdick’s latest novel gives us a _____of what has become a deepening mystery for humans: the
nature of time.
(A) glimpse (B) dose (C) constitution (D) stare
11. Jacqueline Kennedy’s letters are going up for____. These letters discovered in locked cases in the
home of Ormsby Gore’s grandson are going up for sale at Bonhams in London.
(A) manufacture (B) release (C) exposition (D) auction
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12. Taipei’s coffee culture dates back to the Japanese _____.

(A) occupation (B) congregation (C) historicity (D) monument
13. However confident supporters of Brexit may appear, their country remains in a position of weakness
after the EU membership _____.
(A) negotiation (B) impact (C) referendum (D) testimony
14. In South Korea, international experience is seen as a ______ for promotion to the top jobs in major
corporations.
(A) requirement (B) prerequisite (C) curriculum (D) delusion
15. After years of the English language being ____ by text messages and hashtags, dictionaries have made a
surprising comeback in the United States.
(A) promoted (B) elevated (C) degraded (D) offended
Part B. Sentence Completion: Select the best answer to make the sentence grammatical and
sensible. 30%
16. ____ comparison to research into vowel-like primate calls, the study of consonants in the evolution
of language has been more difficult.
(A) On (B) For (C) In (D) By
17. Donald Trump says he is defending the United States ____terrorism -- but a "so-called judge" is
"making the job very difficult"
(A)from (B) to (C) on (D) by
18. A dating website for married people who wish to cheat ___their spouse had the data of its
customers ___ on to the internet.
(A) to…stealing (B) on…stolen (C) by…stolen (D) for…stealing
19. Donald Trump is considering ____a new executive order to ban citizens of certain countries ____
to the US.
(A) issue .. to travel (B) issued ...to travel (C) having issued…on traveling (D)
issuing …from traveling
20. The Jeddah Tower in Saudi Arabia is currently ____construction and is working _____ the title of
world’s tallest building.
(A) in … on (B) under…towards (C) on…by (D) within …under
21. Dogs that are ____ and friendly can help their owners cope ____stress.
(A) relaxing…under (B) relaxing … with (C) relaxed…with (D) relaxed …under
22. In Why Time Flies, Alan Burdick gently intertwines a _____account of his own personal struggle
_____ time.
(A) captivated…against (B)captivated …on (C) captivating … for (D)captivating…with
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23. This literary work is a wealth of stories and surprising facts, each page _____ a new aspect of our
relation ____ temporality.
(A) unveils … on (B) unveiling…with (C) unveiled…to (D) has unveiled…for
24. The global supply chain of _____ goods — from iPhones to Ikea furniture — can also contribute
____ wildlife decline.
(A) manufactured …for (B)manufacturing …for (C)manufacturing …to (D) manufactured…to
25. Google announced a new translation feature that will make _____for travelers who don't speak the
language to go ____ a trip to a Japanese-speaking destination.
(A)it easier…on (B)one easy…for (C)easily…on (D)easier…for
26. It is doubtful _____a new order from Trump would immediately put a travel ban back ___ place.
(A) what…on (B) which…at (C)whether…in (D) that…under
27. In Shadowbahn, the twin towers reappear ____ in the Dakota badlands 20 years after their fall.
(A) intactly (B) intacted (C) intacting (D) intact
28. The protagonist of the novel is traumatized ______ the one who survived the terrorist attack.
(A) for being (B)to be (C)being (D) been
29. A “refugee” is, ___ definition, desperate: he has been rendered _____,
(A) on…stateless (B) by…stateless (C) with…statelessly (D) upon…statelessly
30. Mrs. Jameson insisted _____ me a new cup of coffee.
(A) to brew (B) by being brewed (C) being brewed (D) on brewing
Part C. Text Cohesion: Chose the best answer to complete the sentence.

20%

As a writer, Sebald had invented an arcane aesthetic by cobbling together 31 ; his essays and
novels challenge the idea 32 facts hold a greater 33 truth than misremembered faces,
overlooked details or overheard gossip. Aunt Egelhofer, who was real, was Sebald’s gateway to the
world of the Wallersteins, who were also real. And yet their narrative hovers in a misty zone 34
Sebald, who was loyal to neither history nor fiction but 35 an unstable confluence of invention,
memory, and imagination. Photographs also play a key role in all of Sebald’s books, 36 an aura
of documentation and verisimilitude on the narrative, and yet they are also vague and unreliable.
Blurry images and 37 notebooks emphasize the imminent extinction of objects, people, places, or
buildings that are already, or perhaps always were, on their way out. Jews, for Sebald, personify the
very essence of transience and extraterritoriality, residents of a might-have-been world that has known
better days. Other lines are blurred in Sebald’s universe, too. As a narrator in “The Emigrants” writes,
“I leafed through the album that afternoon, and since then I have returned to it time and 38 ,
because looking at the pictures in it, it truly seemed to me, and still 39 , as if the dead 40
back....” [Excerpted from “W. G. Sebald and the Emigrants” by André Aciman (August 25, 2016 ) ]
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(http://www.newyorker.com/books/page-turner/w-g-sebald-and-the-emigrants)
31. (A) imagining things and recalling things (B)things to imagine and things to recall
(C) things imagining and things recalling (D)things imagined and things recalled
32. (A) if (B) that (C) which (D) what
33. (A)claim to (B) account on (C) dedication to (D) acknowledgement of
34. (A)appealed to (B) shunned from (C)typical of (D) threatening to
35. (A) instead of (B) rather to (C) also (D) other than
36. (A) casting (B) transforming (C) created (D) ruining
37. (A) vague typing (B) lucidly typed (C) illegible handwritten (D) comprehensible handwriting
38. (A) over (B) time (C) now (D) again
39. (A)did (B) does (C) has (D) had
40. (A)is coming (B) was coming (C) were coming (D) have been coming

II. Writing Ability: Please write a three-paragraph essay in which you examine the impacts of
artificial intelligence on humanity or society. 20%

※不可書寫個人姓名或任何足以識別身分之文字或符號

